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360 DEGREES FEEDBACK 
PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE

Working together
Competence: show attention and understanding | cooperate and consult

You listen well to what others have to say
You assess what you can and can not say
You consult on time and regularly with colleagues, peers, supervisors and others   
You share knowledge and expertise with others
You maintain contacts in your work effectively and functionally
You take on extra tasks when it's busy and when colleagues and fellow students are 
absent

Acting responsable
Competence: decide and initiate activities | use materials and resources, follow 
instructions and procedures

You honour agreements and follow rules and procedures
You use resources and materials carefully and sustainably
You are accountable for your behavior and the tasks that you perform 
You work according to your function independently and methodically 
You estimate risks in a timely manner and act accordingly
you stay focused on your work in stressful situations
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React Assertively
Competence: decide and initiate activities, convince and influence

You start a conversation and ask questions if there is something you don't understand
You have a compelling personal opinion and argumentation
You clearly indicate your limits
You are proactive when there are dilemmas at school and at work
You are true to your own interests and you take into account the interests of others
You are able to help to find a solution, when there is a disagreement

Reflect on your actions
 Competence: studies | learn

You use reflection methods to learn
You justify your own actions
You understand the consequences of your actions for yourself and others
You examine your skills and develop them further
You are open to new information
You evaluate your learning process and draw conclusions

Dealing with feedback
Competence: decide and initiate activities | deal with pressure and setback |  
demonstrate enthusiasm and ambition

You apply the feedback rules correctly 
You learn from your mistakes and the feedback
You make choices that fits your (learning) experience and (professional) situation
You invest time and energy to explore your own learning goals and to realize them
You discuss feelings of insecurity with colleagues, fellow students and your supervisor
You show perseverance when the going gets tough

Empathic and acting socially
Competence:attention and show understanding | dealing with ethics and integrity

You give others the space to express themselves
You show empathy
You respect thoughts and feelings of others
You appreciate differences between people
You show positive interest and appreciation for others
You will contribute to a positive atmosphere at school and at work
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Signature BPV-mentor: 

Signature BPV-teacher: 

Signature student: (you have read the form)

Date:
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